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An extended enterprise (EE) can be described by a set of models each representing a specific aspect of the EE.
Aspects can for example be the process flow or the value description. However, different models are done by different
people, which may use different terminology, which prevents relating the models. Therefore, we propose a framework
consisting of process flow and value aspects and in addition a static domain model with structural and relational
components. Further, we outline the usage of the static domain model to enable relating the different aspects.
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1. Introduction

The term extended enterprise is meant to designate

any collection of organizations sharing a common

set of goals. An enterprise can be a whole corpo-

ration, a government organization, or a network of

geographically distributed entities. It is fundamental

to EE applications to support digitization of tradi-

tional business processes, adding new processes en-

abled by e-business technologies (e.g. large scale Cus-

tomer Relationship Management). In this scenario,

Business Process Modeling (BPM) techniques are be-

coming increasingly important. BPM is used to de-

sign the orchestration mechanisms driving the inter-

action of complex systems, including communication

with processes defined and executed by third par-

ties. OMG’s Model Driven Architecture (MDA) (1)

provides a framework for representing processes at

different levels of abstraction. In this paper, we rely

on a MDA-driven notion of business process model,

constituted by three distinct components: A static

domain model, including the domain entities (actors,

resources, etc.), a workflow model, providing a spec-

ification of process activities, and a value model, de-

scribing the value exchange between parties. Section

2 introduces the four-layer model resulting from the

combination of these distinct aspects of BPM. In the

modeling of static models, covered in Section 3, we

shall focus on expressive formalisms constituted by

controlled fragments of natural languages, introduc-

ing their translation into logic-based static domain

models, and describing their relations with Semantic

Web (SW) metadata formats (17). The static model

also provides a comprehensive description of the en-

tities that interact with each other in the workflow

model and the resources that are exchanged during

workflow execution, as explained in Sec. 4. Logic-

based models can be easily derived from workflow

descriptions and can therefore be integrated with the

static model for checking consistency and computing

business metrics. In Sec. 5, the overall model is com-

pleted by providing the value model underlying busi-

ness processes. As for process models, these are also

typically expressed by means of visual languages and

can be translated into logic-based representations to

obtain data structures that are amenable to auto-

mated processing. Section 6 outlines a simple exam-

ple of conjunct evaluation of all layers in the model.

Finally, Sec. 7 draws the conclusions. The contribu-

tion of the paper is the introduction of the framework

and the outline of a mapping of the different layers

into a logic based representation enabling reasoning

on the properties of a system described using the

framework. The framework is illustrated on a pay-

per-view business case as it can be found in many
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web pages right now (comparable to e.g. dossiers

in www.spiegel.de). Since credit card payment has

high transaction costs, several credentials (like e.g.

electronic coins) are provided by a single transaction

which can be spent for viewing content afterwards.

2. Modeling business domains

The high expressivity that is required by rules has

led business analysts toward the adoption of natural

language as the encoding formalism for business rules

(BR). This strategy clearly fulfils the need of knowl-

edge sharing between humans, but inevitably com-

plicates any sort of automated processing on rules.

A tradeoff between expressivity and formal specifi-

cation of statements is constituted by controlled nat-

ural languages and, among them, controlled English

(CE): these formalizations are derived from natural

languages by constraining the admissible sentential

forms to a subset that is both unambiguous and ex-

pressive. Fig. 1 displays the four layers composing

our framework. Top to bottom, the first two layers

represent distinct facets of the static domain model

and require different inference techniques. They are

defined by using CE business rules and are partially

translated into logic-based formalisms. Respectively,

the structural component is constituted by OWL on-

tologies (18) while the relational component is made

of more general SWRL rules (3). The conjunct evalu-

ation of these data layers represents one of the main

challenges of reasoning on BR models, as explained

in Sec. 3. Another important component of a suc-

cessful business strategy is related to the organiza-

tion of process workflows. To this purpose, a busi-

ness process is viewed as the sequence of activities

and decisions arranged with the purpose of deliver-

ing a service, assuring security and effectiveness, in

accordance to the service life cycle. The third layer

in Fig.1 builds upon the entities introduced in the

topmost layers and articulates process workflows by

using a visual formalism. It allows for a one-to-one

translation into the logic-based formalisms envisaged

by the static domain model. Finally, a model espe-

cially important for describing inter-organizational

collaborations is a value model, estimating profitabil-

ity for every actor involved in the collaboration. A

value model can also be translated into either OWL

or SWRL entities. The representation of the differ-

ent facets in a logic based representation facilitates

checking of properties overlapping the dimensions of

a single model. A basic property is the contradiction

freeness of the representations of the different facets.

Fig. 1. The overall model.

2.1. Related work

Representing a system in different facets is not new

and there exist plenty of different approaches (e.g.

GRAAL or Zachman framework). Most of these ap-

proaches are high level and do not provide an op-

erationalization of property checking. The approach

closest to the one described in this paper focusses

on business flow, value model, and implementation

of a system (20). Checking of static and dynamic

consistency (19,21) is provided on a non logic-based

abstraction. For each facet there is plenty of work

on how to represent a particular facet and to check

properties within a single facet. With regard to CE

formalisms, a widely acknowledged example is the

Attempto Controlled English (ACE) (10), a general-

purpose controlled natural language supporting spec-

ification of complex data structures, such as on-

tologies. General-purpose controlled languages can

be provided with a formal (e.g. logic-based) seman-

tics; however, they fall short of being capable to

model all the aspects of a business domain. With

regard to the expressive power required by BR, rule-

based languages may need to cover higher order log-

ics and also may specify the modal interpretation to

be associated with a statement. The recognition of

these requirements was a major driver of OMG’s Se-

mantics of Business Vocabulary and Business Rules

(SBVR) proposal (14), aimed at specifying a busi-

ness semantics definition layer on top of its software-

oriented layers. The reader can refer to (7) for a more
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complete survey of controlled natural language for-

malisms. With regard to workflow languages, a broad

range of standards allowing formalization of process

flows exist e.g. using event based approaches (e.g.

StateCharts), or logic-based approaches (e.g. trans-

action logic (5)). Dependent on the formalism op-

erations are provided to check properties within a

single model or between different models. However,

these formalisms are hardly used in non academic en-

vironments, therefore, we use OMG’s Business Pro-

cess Modeling Notation (BPMN) (2), which was de-

signed as a tradeoff between simplicity of notation

and expressiveness. A value model facilitates a cost-

benefit analysis of a business scenario based on e.g.

Net Present Value. Models supporting this analysis

are e.g. REA and Business Modelling Ontology as

well as e3-value model (22), which will be used fur-

ther on due to its graphical representation.

3. Rule-based Structural Description

By using CE formalisms for expressing BR, it is pos-

sible to apply translation mechanisms that lead to

an univocal logic formulation of rules. Consider the

following ACE statement:

A customer provides a credit card to a retailer. (1)

This rule can be translated into Discourse Represen-

tation Structures (DRS) (9) that represent a subset

of FOL and provide a pathway to executable logic

formulations a. A subset of ACE can be mapped with

the OWL DL ontology language (18); it can therefore

take advantage of DL reasoners (11,15) to infer im-

plied knowledge. Unfortunately, DL represents only

a small fragment of FOL; particularly, it is also lim-

ited to expressing binary relations between entities.

As a consequence of this, even the simple ternary re-

lation binding customers, retailers, and credit cards

in (1) cannot be expressed with OWL built-in con-

structs. For a more traditional processing of ACE

rules, DRS can also be translated into RuleML (4) to

be processed by rule engines, such as the Jena frame-

work (12). Note that, in this case, the term “rule” is

not indicating a BR, but instead the Horn fragment

of FOL which guarantees a sound and relationscom-

plete reasoning on rules by applying either forward-

aRecall that full FOL is proven to be undecidable; therefore,
deriving the DRS corresponding to an ACE statement does
not imply that such logic formulation can also be executed by
programs.

or backward-chaining derivations. OWL DL ontolo-

gies and SWRL rules are associated with different

inference paradigms (i.e., the capability of deriving

implied knowledge). They both are necessary in the

evaluation of business process models in the EE sce-

nario. Specifically, information under full control of

the stakeholder (e.g., a company) writing the model

(e.g., the notion of employee) can be modeled as in

traditional database design. In this case, BR sim-

ply provide a lingua franca by means of which busi-

ness analysts and software developers can more easily

translate company data requirements into real-world

implementations. Other knowledge, however, needs

to be introduced in order to compete and cooperate

in the EE scenario (e.g., the notion of competitor);

this knowledge is not under the modeler’s full con-

trol, and may therefore be incomplete. This kind of

incomplete descriptions may also express proprietary

entities from within the business model. In fact, the

complexity of business descriptions that need to be

expressed by BR may not make it possible to ex-

haustively express the business domain. We indicate

by closed-world assumption (CWA) the approach im-

plemented by applications that only process com-

plete data under the full control of their owner, ex-

pressed by the relational data layer in Fig. 1. In this

case, failing to retrieve answers to a query (say, ‘re-

trieve the credit card data associated with customer

John Smith’) automatically implies that such data do

not exist. Consequently, customer John Smith consti-

tutes a valid answer to the query ‘retrieve customers

that do not have a credit card associated with them’

because incomplete knowledge amounts to false (i.e.,

negative) knowledge. This notion of negation (gen-

erally referred to as negation as failure) leads to the

non-monotonic reasoning that provides the correct

interpretation of closed systems. In the context of

logic inference, the term ‘non-monotonic’ essentially

means that conclusions (e.g., that John Smith is a

valid answer to the previously defined query) may be

contradicted by adding information to the knowledge

base (e.g., the assertion ‘customer John Smith pro-

vides the credit card VISA-041 ’). On the contrary,

we indicate by open-world assumption (OWA) the

monotonic approach to inference that should be ap-

plied to heterogeneous data sources, such as those

collected by individual systems in the EE scenario,

and also (according to business analysts) to propri-

etary descriptions expressed by business rules, wher-
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ever not explicitly stated otherwise. OWA represents

a fundamental requirement for Semantic Web (SW)

languages (17) and, among them, OWL ontologies.

The structural component of the knowledge base

may express data structures that cannot be consid-

ered as complete knowledge.

4. Declarative Process Flow Description

Graphical process flow models support immediate

reading by all people involved like e.g. business ana-

lysts designing a process, or technical developers im-

plementing it. Further, the graphical model can be

used as a basis for formalization of the process flow

to enable checking of model properties, specifying

model exchange formats, and annotating models. In

this paper, we use BPMN as the graphical notation

to introduce the example depicted in Fig. 2. The ex-

ample is an inter-organizational workflow containing

several stakeholders, each represented as a pool. The

process model consists of tasks represented as rect-

angles describing a unit of work and decision points

represented by diamonds. These constructs are con-

nected with each other by a control flow (causal rela-

tionship) represented by solid arrows and a data flow

(exchange of messages) represented by dashed ar-

rows. The example process involves three stakehold-

ers Target Market representing all clients, Content

Provider, and Credit Institution. The target market

initiates the process by requesting a content, which

is answered by the Content Provider issuing a re-

quest for credentials. When the Target Market wants

to buy credentials (request credentials message), the

Content Provider creates an invoice and the Target

Market provides the payment information. The Con-

tent Provider can now perform a payment process

with the Credit Institution resulting in a successful or

denied payment. In the first case, the content acquisi-

tion process continues; in the second case, the process

is terminated. When the Target Market gives creden-

tials for the content, the Content Provider checks the

validity of the credentials and provides the content

to the Target Market.

Based on the graphical notation, a formal repre-

sentation of the BPMN model is provided for Consis-

tency Checking. Here, declarative formalizations play

the main role. Traditional formalisms aim at verify-

ing execution properties of workflow models. For in-

stance, a typical problem is to identify if a path is ter-

minating or which tasks are in dependency with oth-

ers. Declarative formalizations cannot support this

kind of controls but act very well for evaluating the

consistency of the objects acting in the transaction

or the data objects exchanged in the transaction, as

discussed in (11).

5. Declarative Value Model Description

Value models are means to perform a cost-benefit

analysis as a basis to decide on the profitability of a

business. To discuss different scenarios and to expli-

cate dependencies between different actors, a graph-

ical representation is again of advantage. In this pa-

per we use e3-value notation (22) to introduce the

example illustrated in Fig. 3. The example consists

of two actors, that is the Content Provider and the

Target Market. The Target Market has a customer

demand of getting access to content, which can be ac-

complished in two different ways (OR-split). Either

the Target Market possess credentials then these cre-

dentials can be exchanged for content, or the Target

Market first buys credentials and exchanges some of

them for content. The value model, in addition, con-

tains estimates on the number of customer demands,

the number of customers in the Target Market, the

price for a single credential and the price for the

content. Based on this information profitability of

the business scenario can be evaluated. Based on the

graphical representation of the value model, a for-

mal representation will be provided to enable model

property checking, model exchange format definition,

and annotation of value models.

Property Checking. Properties of value models focus

on profitability, which is based on doing calculations

using estimates provided by the modeler. Declarative

representations do not seem appropriate for these

kinds of properties, but provide the good means to

evaluate the consistency of objects acting in the busi-

ness scenario and data objects exchanged between

the different actors. The aim is to enable a semi au-

tomatic checking of object relations compared to the

manual checking in (19).

Model Exchange Formats. Similar to the process flow

model, a declarative description of a value model is

a notation independent formalism and therefore is

a good basis for transforming one notation into an-

other one as long as the expressiveness of the for-

malisms is equal.

Annotation. In addition to the collaborative devel-
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Fig. 2. Pay per view Process model.

Fig. 3. Pay per
view Value model.

opment of a value model (in accordance with the

process flow section) they can also be used to mon-

itor the progress of a business as e.g. described in

(21). Here annotations are very helpful to correlate

the manual observations of the business development

to the value model.

6. Conjunct Evaluation of Models

The primary advantage of integrating into a com-

mon framework the distinct aspects introduced so far

is cross-checking of constraints on the basis of the

shared vocabulary expressed by the static domain

model. Specifically, this Section exemplifies the con-

straints posed by the value model on the workflow.

Apparently, the Content Provider’s pool in Fig. 2

could also be seen as the combination of two indepen-

dent processes. In fact, the first part of the workflow

regulates the fruition of media items by customers on

the basis of credentials exchange. The corresponding

implementation will amount to checking credentials

w.r.t. the cryptographic scheme adopted by the con-

tent provider. Instead, in the second part the content

provider sells credentials (e.g., virtual coins) to cus-

tomers by relying on a credit institution that takes

care of the e-commerce transaction and, once a trans-

action is successfully completed, sends a notification

to the content provider. The two parts are essentially

independent inasmuch their time-spans do not nec-

essarily overlap (virtual coins may be spent at any

time past their purchase) and also they may involve

different individuals (virtual coins can be further dis-

tributed to third parties). Nevertheless, implement-

ing these services as separated components may fail

to portray some important aspects of the collabo-

ration between the Content Provider and the Tar-

get Market. As an example, Fig. 3 clearly draws the

correspondences between entity Money, representing

revenue, and entity MediaItem, the delivered media

productb. Consequently, when validating the work-

flow model against the value model, it is necessary

that this correspondence also holds: in Fig. 2, this

relation is expressed by the control flow linking ac-

tivity Store Credentials (in the right-hand side of the

Target Market’s pool) with the decision point in the

beginning of the process. Should the individual sub-

processes (i.e., buying credentials and accessing me-

dia items) be kept separated, with no link between

credential purchase and media item fruition, the vi-

olation would be reported. This kind of a priori con-

sistency check is enabled by the shared logic founda-

tions of the two models. The integrated models can

also be used to ground the a posteriori checking of

violations, such as a clever hacker succeeding in pro-

ducing a forged credential that is considered valid by

the media items’ delivery system. In fact, this would

constitute a violation to the regulations posed by the

value model, i.e. that a valid credential also has to

match the correponding payment information.

7. Conclusions

An extended enterprise can be described with dif-

ferent models, each focusing on a particular aspect.

A comparable approach in software engineering is

Model Driven Architecture. The challenge having

several models describing a single enterprise is to en-

able relating the different models with each other.

This is not straightforward since different models are

bThis correspondence is drawn by means of concept Credentials,
that is defined as aggregation of concept Credential
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done by different people, who seldom use the same

terminology and tools. We introduced a framework

covering process flow and value models as the aspects

of an enterprise and support relating them by intro-

ducing an additional layer: the static domain model

consisting of structural and relational components.

The aspects and the static domain model directly fa-

cilitate to check object consistency, i.e., whether the

terms and their usage are consistent with the static

domain model, to transform aspects from one formal-

ism to another one, and to support annotating the

models. Further on, the checking of relations between

different aspects has to relate the different objects in

the models and therefore can benefit from the formal

representation of the static domain model. In future

work, we will elaborate on the formalization of the

process flow and the value model as well as further

evaluate our ideas by doing case studies.
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